How to navigate the course catalogue of the UZH?
Please go the main page with the link:
https://studentservices.uzh.ch/uzh/anonym/vvz/index.html?sap-language=EN&sapui-language=EN#

1) Click on “Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences”
2) For BA (undergraduate): click on “Bachelor of Arts in Social Sciences” (Bologna
2020). For MA (graduate) please click on Master of Arts in Social Sciences (Bologna
2020)
3) BA: Major 120, MA: single Major 120
4) Political Science
5) Here you see our modules: You are allowed to attend most of them, however:
Introduction to Political Science and Methods (BA) are taught in German.
6) BA: Click on “Advanced Political Science – show Modules”: then on one of the
modules on the right side, for instance on “Conflict and Security”
MA: Click on one of the modules to see the courses
7) BA: A module can (but doesn’t have to!) consist of several courses. You will see
the courses beneath the description of the module. Please click on the title of the
course you are interested in (here is only one course, “Conflict and security”). You
will see the description of the course(s), language of instruction, lecturer and times.
Please proceed in the same way with other modules – try to get familiar with the
catalogue, you will need it!
Important information: You can book as many courses as you wish in modules:
“Advanced Political Science” (lectures) and “Other curricular modules” (Seminars
or/and Lectures, often offered by other departments but recognized (cross-listed) by
Political Science Dept.). However, you can book only ONE COURSE PER
MODULE within the module group: “Thematic Application Political Science”.
Most lectures end with an exam, most seminars require some kind of mid-term
(presentation, paper etc.) and a final paper.
Please read the course descriptions very carefully, they are binding!
Please note: As an MA student you are allowed to book MA and BA courses, as a BA
student only BA courses.

You can book all the courses of the UZH, if there are nor
prerequisites. You are not restricted to Political Science.

